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Violet eyes and raven-black hair make Callie Mayfair stand out in high school, but not in a good way. She's different, and students taunt her. Maybe her life has a purpose, a meaning that will
become clear. But she's just fantasizing, one thing she does well.Her twin Rosamon hangs out at an abandoned church with Callie and a friend. Pretend adventures keep life interesting, until
one night. In the dark recesses of the crumbling building, a mysterious occurrence scares them all.When Rosamon magically disappears, Callie must go after her. Yet she hardly knows where
to begin. And where she starts will surprise you. The event sends Callie into an unknown realm, filled with vampires, dragons, and Fae. Saving her twin sister is more difficult than she
thought...
Nicolas is the embodiment of royalty. Strong. Powerful. Deadly. The only thing he's missing is his throne.Decades ago a vampire mutiny murdered his father and forced him into hiding, but all
that is about to change. A mortal woman smart enough to learn the truth about him and naive enough to trust him is the perfect pawn to sneak him back into the monarchy.Nothing is going to
stop Nicolas from getting what is rightfully his. Not lust. Not love. And not Anna. At least that's what he thinks.
The Werewolf Society Box Set includes Wicked Werewolf Night, Wicked Werewolf Secret, and Wicked Werewolf Passion. WICKED WEREWOLF NIGHT: Nico's Story A witch after his secret.
A wolf after her pleasure. Nico Moore is the leader of The Werewolf Society's elite Royal Guard. Aylia Richardson is the witch who calls to the beast in Nico, but destiny has also made her the
keeper of a gift that threatens the very existence of his race. To destroy this gift will destroy this woman...the only one he has ever dared to call 'mate'. WICKED WEREWOLF SECRET: Kole's
Story Kole Smith will soon become the leader of his pack, and not just any pack. He will lead the Royal Guard of the Werewolf Society. Before he accepts his role, he has unfinished business
and her name is Sarah. Sarah's family ran the Casino Operation used as a front for The Werewolf Society, until the greed of the rebels trying to overthrow their government led to her families
murder. Kole saved her life, gave her the opportunity to live, and to deliver the vengeance she craves against the rebels. WICKED WEREWOLF PASSION: Shi's story Shi is a wolf who's been
shunned by the Royal Guard he once fought for, the head of a mercenary team that does the jobs too dirty for everyone else. His newest job is to find, and kidnap, the gorgeous daughter of a
high ranking member of the council, and make him confess he's working for the enemy. Dirty work, but someone has to do it. Only this gorgeous wolf isn't about to believe her father is on the
bad side of the fence, nor does she have plans to be anyone's captive. In fact...she might just make Shi her captive. Reissue. These books were originally published under the same titles with
different covers.
Magic vampires rule the land! An ordinary human girl is drawn into a magical realm. Callie Mayfair's violet eyes and raven hair make her an outcast in high school. She dreams of finding her
purpose in life. When her sister steps into a dark church alcove Callie follows. She is drawn into a strange world of dragons and supernatural creatures. But she vows to find her sister, despite
the terror that surrounds her. ROMANCE, ACTION, SUSPENSE, INTRIGUE, AND BETRAYAL! Readers of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and Vampire Girl, don't miss Vampire Magic, a
stunning new series by Sela Croft. CALLIE MUST FACE HER FEARS AND SAVE HER TWIN SISTER. Logan Bayne is the Vampire Prince of Shadowland. He's handsome but terrifying. War,
strife, and too many enemies have pushed the vampires near extinction. A human girl with violet eyes appears and he fears that she is a spy. Her scent is special, but he must fight the
attraction. Until he discovers how she affects the future of his realm.
New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Cynthia Eden continues her "Bound" paranormal romance series with...BOUND IN DEATH. She can’t remember him… He can never
forget her. For over two hundred years, alpha werewolf Alerac O’Neill has been searching for his mate, Keira McDonough, a woman who was taken from him and imprisoned by a dark
vampire master. He’s hunted for her, endlessly, using vampire blood to extend his life. He has become a vicious predator, feared by all the supernaturals. His hold on reality seems to slip
more each day because he is consumed by her. Only…the woman he discovers in a small Miami bar isn’t the Keira that he remembers. In fact, this woman doesn’t remember anything. She
calls herself Jane Smith, and she has no memory at all of Alerac—or of her own past. Now that she’s been found, Alerac knows that his enemies are going to start closing in on her. Jane may
try to act human, but she’s not. She’s a pureblood vampire princess, incredibly powerful and incredibly valuable. His enemies want to use her, her enemies want to destroy her, and
Alerac—he just wants her. If he can’t make her remember him, then Alerac has to seduce Jane into loving him once again. Because now that he’s found her, he’ll fight hell—and every sadistic
vampire that stalks the night—in order to keep her safe at his side. Some bonds go deeper than the flesh. Some go beyond life. Beyond death. Jane will soon learn that a werewolf’s
claiming…is forever. Author's Note: BOUND IN DEATH is a dark and sensual paranormal romance. It contains a hot alpha wolf, a vampire heroine with no memory, and some dangerous killers.
Adult language and sexy situations are included. Total word count for BOUND IN DEATH is 60,000. Cynthia Eden's BOUND books: BOUND BY BLOOD (Bound, Book 1) BOUND IN
DARKNESS (Bound, Book 2) BOUND IN SIN (Bound, Book 3) BOUND BY THE NIGHT (Bound, Book 4) BOUND IN DEATH (Bound, Book 5) Or you can purchase the FOREVER BOUND
anthology that includes: BOUND BY BLOOD, BOUND IN DARKNESS, BOUND IN SIN, and BOUND BY THE NIGHT.
“You were raised among Dark Ones and each one wants a bite of you.” Adrift in a strange land and with the Night Station weakening, Lynher has never felt more alone. Guests are leaving.
The Station platform is silent. And there’s nobody left to save. So when a member of the European resistance wanders in off the street, offering a new life outside the Station, Kensey can’t
refuse. But Lynher can. The Dark Ones are circling. The Station is vulnerable. Now is not the time to abandon it. But the Station has secrets. Secrets that test Lynher's faith in those she loves,
secrets about her, about the Night Station, and about the most dangerous vampire of them all: Jack. Lynher cannot leave, but how can she stay when the truth is more terrifying than any
monster? “Guard your soul, dear traveler, for Night is long and the dark is hungry. "
“I need the darkness. It's the only way I can find the light.” Cursed by the Kiss of Eternal Night, Samira lives her life as an ancient and powerful vampire, guarding her emotions carefully. One
slip up and the darkness inside her could send her on a rage-filled, bloodlust path of death and destruction. It’s happened once before, and it could easily happen again. For over a century,
she’s managed to keep the beast inside her at bay, but when someone from her past shows up unexpectedly, her emotions hang by a thread. Especially when she finds out they are working
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with the Phoenix, the source of the growing evil in Rouen. Maybe it’s time she stops controlling the monster inside her. It may be the only way she can save those she loves. In this full-length,
urban fantasy box set, Steele and Mason introduce readers to a dark and exciting world full of shifters, vampires, and witches. If you like Charlaine Harris, Patricia Briggs, Shayne Silvers or
K.F. Breene, you will LOVE these novels! Scroll up and grab this gritty urban fantasy TODAY! "This was an epic read! So much happens in this story it will blow your mind. Full of intense
drama, suspense, intrigue, angst, deceit, betrayal, extremely hot steamy passion, secrets, lies, heartache, loss, and so many twists to keep you on the edge of your seat!" - Amazon reviewer
????? "This urban fantasy series just gets better and better!" - Amazon Reviewer ????? "So much action and surprises. I am loving every single moment of reading it!" - Amazon Reviewer
????? *** Keywords: shifter novel, shifter series, shifter novel, shifter series, enemies-to-lovers, shifter romance, shifter romance, paranormal romance, urban fantasy, vampire novel, vampire
novel, vampire series, witch novel, witch series, magic, paranormal romance, true love, friends to lovers novels, fated mates, fated mates, HEA
Book #1 of the bestselling "Vampire Love Story" series! Out for a late-night jog, mixed martial artist, Josiah Reign, crosses paths with a group of drunken men assaulting a young woman. In a
few short minutes, he takes care of her attackers...all five of them, in fact. Little does Josiah know that this one act of goodwill will introduce him to a strange new world of dreams...and
nightmares. After all, the damsel in distress, Lena, is not who she seems, and her friends are the stuff of legends. Worse yet, Josiah finds himself falling in love with not one, but two of these
deadly creatures of the night. Josiah will soon learn that befriending the undead has its consequences. And when he suffers a devastating loss that rocks his world, he will discover just who he
really is... and what he's willing to fight for. Luckily, fighting is what Josiah does best.
Magic runs in the Drakara bloodline. To seventeen-year-old Ilianna it's a curse. Born a bastard and raised by an abusive uncle, she struggles to conceal her late-bloomed gifts, but it's hard to hide when your
uncle is king.The kingdom of Eira recovers from over a decade of warring an overseas enemy. Ilianna trains from youth to fight in her uncle's militia, to keep her people from the grip of the Wraith Queen, even
if she's feared by everyone except the one that controls her. When it seems that peace is assured, her uncle offers her up to be married to their neighboring realm. However, Ilianna has no intention of
accepting and flees the king's rule only to wind up captured by the very enemy she was promised to.Prince Castiel, a powerful leader and cunning strategist, recognizes a disguised Ilianna the moment he
sees her. When his strange prison guest does nothing but patiently wait for three long months, he forces her to make her move. Ilianna must tame her fears and control a rogue power before her uncle kills
her for disobedience or worse, reclaims her and her magic.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A Discovery of Witches—look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres
January 9, 2021! What does it truly take to become a vampire? On the battlefields of the American Revolution, Matthew de Clermont meets Marcus MacNeil, a young surgeon from Massachusetts, during a
moment of political awakening when it seems that the world is on the brink of a brighter future. When Matthew offers him a chance at immortality and a new life free from the restraints of his puritanical
upbringing, Marcus seizes the opportunity to become a vampire. But his transformation is not an easy one and the ancient traditions and responsibilities of the de Clermont family clash with Marcus's deeply
held beliefs in liberty, equality, and brotherhood. Fast-forward to contemporary Paris, where Phoebe Taylor--the young employee at Sotheby's whom Marcus has fallen for--is about to embark on her own
journey to immortality. Though the modernized version of the process at first seems uncomplicated, the couple discovers that the challenges facing a human who wishes to be a vampire are no less
formidable than they were in the eighteenth century. The shadows that Marcus believed he'd escaped centuries ago may return to haunt them both--forever. A passionate love story and a fascinating
exploration of the power of tradition and the possibilities not just for change but for revolution, Time's Convert, the fourth books in the All Souls Series channels the supernatural world-building and slowburning romance that made the previous books instant bestsellers to illuminate a new and vital moment in history, and a love affair that will bridge centuries.
The third book in the acclaimed Carter Archives noir fantasy series returns to the gritty town of Titanshade, where danger lurks around every corner. Forbidden magic, murder... and disco. Carter's day keeps
getting worse. With the return of spring, new life floods into Titanshade. The sun climbs higher and stays longer, the economy is ascendant, and ever more newcomers arrive to be part of the city's rebirth.
Even pop culture has taken notice, with a high-profile concert only days away. When a band member's murder threatens to delay the show, the diva star performer demands that the famous Detective Carter
work the case. But Carter has secrets of his own, and his investigation unearths more victims and dark secrets, triggering a spiral of deceit, paranoia, and nightmarish magical transformations. As conspiracies
are exposed, Carter is sucked even deeper into the machinations of the rich, the powerful, and the venerated. Soon the very foundations of the city threaten to collapse and Carter's own freedom is on the line
as he navigates between old enemies and fragile new alliances while racing to learn the true cause of this horrific series of deaths.
The #1 New York Times-bestselling sequel to A Discovery of Witches, book two of the All Souls Series. Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and
Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Picking up from A Discovery of Witches' cliffhanger ending, Shadow of Night takes reluctant witch Diana Bishop and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on
a trip through time to Elizabethan London, where they are plunged into a world of spies, magic, and a coterie of Matthew's old friends, the School of Night. As the search for Ashmole 782--the lost and
enchanted manuscript whose mystery first pulled Diana and Matthew into one another's orbit--deepens and Diana seeks out a witch to tutor her in magic, the net of Matthew's past tightens around them.
Together they find they must embark on a very different - and vastly more dangerous - journey. "A captivating and romantic ripping yarn,"** Shadow of Night confirms Deborah Harkness as a master
storyteller, able to cast an "addictive tale of magic, mayhem and two lovers."** *E.L. James **Chicago Tribune
The king is a terrible, vile man. Cruelty and hatred are his only allies. Rich beyond measure, none dare to defy him, not even the miller's daughter here in the royal spinning room with me. She is as delightful
as he is detestable, as beautiful as he is boring, and as charming as he is critical. Her blond hair gives me hope for a brighter tomorrow, and if my magic and I can keep her safe, then I will. Yes, magic can
come with a terrible price. Yes, she may not know my given name. Yes, she will not appreciate what I will demand from her.Some might call me an imp, but what am I is powerful. I may not be king, but I have
worth and my own interests. This tale of a magical man with the ability to spin straw into gold is unlike any other version you've read before. This volume contains Of Gold and Deceit, The Cost of Dominance,
and The Cost of Intolerance.
A night of celebrating a new beginning ends in a nightmare that Grace can't escape. When she wakes up in a strange place three days later, she realizes her life has been turned upside down. She's been
forced into a world where magic is real along with monsters of myth. The vampire who marked her is hell-bent on making her come to him-to be one of his possessions. Grace soon learns that she was born a
powerful witch and with the help of some new and old friends, she learns her craft as she transitions into a vampire/witch hybrid. It's a race against time as the crazed vampire attempts to take over Grace's
mind-he'll do anything to have her. Matthew, the hybrid who saved her life, will do anything to protect her, even if it means sacrificing his own life. Deceit, betrayal, and new beginnings.
WARNING - there is some mild swearing and the book has a cliffhanger ending! Who you are on the inside is more important that what you are on the outside... But not when you're fated to be a lab rat for
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the rest of your life. Sixteen-year-old Tessa, a vampire with weird throwback human genes, is an outsider in both worlds. Always the odd one. Now, imprisoned in a blood farm, she fights to free herself and
rejoin her family and friends. Especially one young male vamp. Cody, eighteen and the youngest of the long line of ancient flyer vampires, wants Tessa back at his side where she belongs - even as he
struggles with conflicting emotions about his best friend's kid sister-turned-hottie. Jared, the cute human who'd befriended Tessa, is relieved to be rescued and wants to see the trussed-up, drugged humans
in the warehouse taken care of. Only he's freaked that the people who rescued him are vampires...and then he finds out the truth about Tessa... Thankfully, the rescue team comes to take over the warehouse
and rescue the victims... or have they?
The vampire civil war has been averted, deadly were-demons have been beaten back and now it Damali Richards and Carlos Rivera (now a Council level vampire) will finally have the chance to settle in and
explore their deeper, sexier love. But Carlos and Damali should know by now that there is no rest for the saviors of the known world. One of the four topside Master vampires has stolen one of the Keys-the
living blood of Christ---that opens the sixth seal as foretold in Revelations. He who possesses the Key and the Seal can decide to the outcome of the Final War, a.k.a. Armageddon. With a vampire in
possession of the Key, the balance between the Light and the Dark have been thrown off and even Damali is deeply effected. She is now sporting a pair of fangs. In order to retrieve the Key, Carlos and
Damali are quickly thrust into a web of vampire politics and intrigue. And when Carlos's secret drug, Oblivion, finds its way into the hands of the enemies, even the seventh level of Hell comes calling.

THE DEAD HAVE SECRETS! Psychic Jaime Sanders wants a normal life for her three children. But there is one catch. She is a witch. Drawn into a world of ghosts and spirits,
she is forced to use her powers and fights to defend her family. The harder Jaime works to be a normal mom, the more life pushes her into magic. The message is clear: she
must use her power, or someone she loves will die. As if she doesn’t have enough to deal with, her ex-husband has a vendetta against her. And an enemy aims to destroy Jaime
then the rest of her beloved coven. Her magic might not be enough when danger looms and lives are at stake. The Natural Witches series is an ongoing story of Jaime Sanders
in her fight against evil. Tales of ghosts, sorcerers, reapers, and other supernatural characters fill the pages.
Warning - this book contains some swearing and has a cliffhanger ending! Blood doesn't just make her who she is...it also makes her what she is. Like being a sixteen-year-old
vampire isn't hard enough, Tessa's throwback human genes make her an outcast among her relatives. But try as she might, she can't get a handle on the vampire lifestyle and all
the...blood. Turning her back on the vamp world, she embraces the human teenage lifestyle--high school, peer pressure and finding a boyfriend. Jared manages to stir something
in her blood. He's smart and fun and oh, so cute. But Tessa's dream of having the perfect boyfriend turns into a nightmare when vampires attack the movie theatre and kidnap
her date. Once again, Tessa finds herself torn between the human world and the vampire one. Will blood own out? Can she make peace with who she is as well as what?
Juliette had it all. The perfect job, perfect home, perfect fiancé...or so it seemed.Daniel was once the love of her life, but as time went by his hunger for power and success
caused them to slowly drift apart.When Juliette's relationship with Daniel hits an all-time low, her life is turned upside down when she meets the enigmatic man with sapphire blue
eyes and a bad boy smirk.Knox is everything she thought she never wanted. Impulsive, reckless, cocky, and completely unpredictable. He opens her eyes to a whole new world
of excitement and passion, causing her to question every decision she's ever made.Now, Juliette needs to choose between a life she's always known, and a man who can't
promise her tomorrow...but give her his all today.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to
people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal
relationship with God.
After centuries alone, can a vampire king trust the woman who's woken his heart? Jordan MacDougal, laird and vampire King, walks a thin line of civility between protecting his
clan, and handling the conflict from the local shifter pack. When some of his people disappear, and the wolves accuse his newest, intriguing vampire of being evil, Jordan
discovers that the traitor in his midst may be closer than he dared believe. A newly turned vampire, Dalia Jensen wakes to an unusual and frightening new world, with no memory
of the past year of her life. Accused of working with the Master Vampire who held her prisoner, her inability to remember the truth leaves her reeling under allegations of vicious
past actions. Uncertain of her culpability, she’s unable to trust her own instincts as the reigning Vampire King turns her world upside down. When the wolves call for her trial,
demanding her life for those killed and tortured, Jordan and Dalia must work together to find the truth, and save the love blooming between them. Praise for Amber Kallyn "Ms.
Kallyn takes the paranormal world and adds a dangerous twist of dragons, fires, and a mysterious past to make this an intense read..." ~ Coffee Time Romance "if itis at all
possible for a dragon to become stronger or more alpha in general then Ms Kallyn has managed it..." ~ The Romance Studio "intense and incendiary..." ~ Whipped Cream
Reviews Miss watching Moonlight? Love The Vampire Diaries? Hungerstorm will take you on a thrilling ride of love and justice. And if you like your paranormal romance HOT,
HOT, HOT, check out Amber Kallyn's 5 STAR Reviewed erotic romances ~ Dragos Series, Book 1: Burned What happens when a dragon falls in love with a fireman? Someone's
bound to get... burned. ~ Red's Wolf An incendiary short story series. Who said Red's afraid of the big bad wolf?
A dangerous secret lies at the heart of the Fae Lands. A secret that could save three kingdoms - or burn them all to the ground. The secret is Prince Corin's to bear alone, if his
sanity can stand it. But while Corin suffers, his mother's machinations continue and queen Audrianne makes plans of her own to secure their realm's future. Sickness looms over
the Fae like a dark cloud as the tainted mortal world poisons both them and their land, and the queen wants it stopped. Rumours reach her that a Light Fae man, long since dead
and regarded as a saint for his incredible healing powers, fathered a child in the mortal realm. If the man's gift has been passed on - to his great, great granddaughter, Anaïs - the
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queen wants her, and the Duke of Dannon is just the man to bring her to their world. Secrets, lies and scandal are the coin of the Fae court and no man's reputation is more
scandalous than the Duke of Dannon. Boredom has drawn him to turn his elegant hand to the dirty work of being the queen's chief spy, and secret lover. Feared and admired, his
dark reputation does little to keep the women from trying to snare him, a fate that he refuses to contemplate - until Anaïs makes him remember what his honour once stood for.
Still fighting to keep the power of the land from driving him to madness, Corin needs to take Alfheim from the queen's grasp. But he is drawn ever deeper into a power struggle
with the Light Fae's King over Anaïs and her talents. Now, as the creatures of Dark Wood begin to stir, an old god awakens and Corin cannot run forever. Corin, Laen and
Dannon will soon be drawn towards a bloody battle for power ... Will it be Anaïs who tips them over the edge?
A debut entry in a new trilogy by the author of the Jenna Fox Chronicles introduces Princess Lia, who flees an unwanted marriage and expectations about her supernatural
legacy only to be pursued by her jilted fiancé and a ruthless assassin.
A millennia-long war between two immortal races is about to come to an end. Long ago, the Vampire Elite began capturing the immortals called the Amiti, attracted by their
unique blood properties. Now most Amiti live in underground cells, forced to serve as vampires’ bloodstock. The few surviving free Amiti, preparing a final strike, have declared
the Amiti Queen a traitor. Her execution makes possible the rise of a new Queen, her young daughter Arianna, who will inherit her mother’s mystical powers. Working with the
Keepers of the Key, Arianna may be able to eliminate the vampires, once and for all, from the face of the earth. The new Queen is the last hope to save her dying race, and
she’s ready to fight to the last drop of her blood. But the King of the Vampires has other plans. What neither expects is the passion that erupts between them.
My immortal existence is all shadows and apathy. And then she comes...and her light threatens everything I thought I knew. I've lived so long in the shadows, can you blame me for not giving
a rat's ass about humanity any longer? This lost village in the middle of the Carpathian Mountains is our latest hideout, lest the enemies of our royal bloodline find us again. And by us, I mean
me and my five equally psychotic siblings-except, really, two of them are sweet as angels. Anyway. Da, we're vampiri. And not the sparkle and vegetarian kind, either. The last thing we should
do is attract attention and risk exposing ourselves. But when my sister falls mysteriously ill, the only person who can help her out is the old healer in town. And when he turns up dead? That
leaves me with his way-too-stubborn and modern daughter. Very human daughter. I need Tassa to help my sister, but she's got questions of her own about her father's mysterious death, and
our presence here. And an attitude to go with said questions, one that's reminding me what it's like to feel. How much can I reveal, without it affecting the rest of us? How much will she take,
before running away screaming? And how long until I fall head over heels for her? LOST ROYALS OF TRANSYLVANIA is a vampire paranormal romance and suspense series set in the
Carpathian Mountains. Take a walk down the risky side with these House of Dracul bad boys (and bad girls!) who've existed for way too long, and have lost way too much. Can they remember
what it's like to truly live again? Vampire myths, lore and legends await!
Stay in the light, avoid locked doors, and resist silver whispers. Meet Lynher Aris, hostess extraordinaire. By night, she entertains the Dark Ones passing through the Night Station: vampires,
demons, shifters, and worse. By day, she undermines them all by working with the resistance to unravel their enslavement of the human race. But Lynher has a dark secret, and with the
imminent arrival of Ghost—a vampire overlord few have seen but all fear—she must play her role as the queen of the Night Station to perfection, keeping the resistance and her secret safe, or
risk losing everything, including the powerful Night Station itself. "A cross between Innkeeper Chronicles and Vampire Chronicles!" "Dark and sumptuous, the gothic urban fantasy we needed!"
When danger calls, the gods of old unite to protect the innocent.Elise thought she was just another ordinary bastard--even if her father was the powerful wizard king of the largest kingdom in
all of Titania. But, when her hidden power calls, and horrific creatures come to claim her, she can only rely on the awakening magic within......and the handsome warrior who swears to protect
her.A harrowing quest for freedom, magic, and a sacred crown sends Elise down a treacherous journey of self discovery.Innocence is a thing of the past......and Elise must face a fate where
her pure soul is threatened. Embark on an epic, coming of age journey through the ancient world of Titania, where dragons roam, magic brews, and myths and legends prove true. Fans of The
Borgias, The Tudors, and Game of Thrones will fall in love with Elise and Destan as they discover more than the mysteries of the fallen gods and goddesses, but the true power of their
love.Scroll up and grab this romantic swords and sorcery saga!
My mother trained me to kill, I just never knew why.Until now...Turns out, vampires, werewolves, and every creature of myth is real.The question is, why are they after us?All I know is I have to
protect my little sister. At all costs.But the hidden academy we find ourselves in is not what it seems, and we have no idea who we can trust.We ran here for safety, but will we make it out
alive?
A VENGEFUL GHOST CAN BE TROUBLE! Psychic Jaime Sanders faces a ghost who is seeking revenge. And while Jaime attempts to get the irate ghost to cooperate in an investigation,
she has more issues on her hands at home. A nefarious band of sorcerers are after her daughter Abigail, and they might succeed in stealing her away. Dealing with an angry ghost and
fending off powerful sorcerers is only the start of Jaime’s troubles. She and her sisters have their hands full. They must rely on the power of three to save Jaime’s daughter and to solve the
mystery of a woman’s murder.
Marissa has always lived in her mother's shadow-and that needs to change... Paralegal Marissa Salgado is a quiet woman, an only child who has grown up in Adriana's long shadow. When
she meets and falls in love with Esteban, a fellow employee at the law firm, Marissa finally starts to break free from her shell. While Marissa's mother is overjoyed to see her daughter happy
and fulfilled, both Adriana and Marissa have a blood legacy that ties them to creatures of old-and love is indeed transformative when it comes to their kind. Esteban never knew his father, nor
was he aware of his half-human, half-fae heritage... Esteban O'Reilly had no idea he was descended from the feared Alexander clan, a vicious faction of the Unseelie Court that demanded
their payment in blood and sacrifice. When Esteban dies in a car accident, the women in his life are shattered, and his mother and grandmother are frantic to bring him back-no matter what it
takes. Magic has a price, and one life has to be exchanged for another... Answering a request from Esteban's mother, Marissa agrees to spend a weekend at Innisfree, the family's country
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home. During her stay, she learns the fairies who haunted the O'Reillys for generations have now set their eyes on her. When the extent of Esteban's sacrifice becomes clear, Marissa must
make a choice-the truth, or the man she loves. With her life in danger, will Marissa finally acknowledge those who once swore to protect her? Will her own secrets step out of the shadows, or
will she be destroyed by the Court for Fairies?
A ruthless vampire king. An alluring crime family heiress. A dark desire that won't be tamed? After the mysterious death of his father, newly crowned vampire king Dorian Redthorne has more
responsibilities than he can count. Keep New York City's supernatural factions in line. Protect what's left of his family. And above all, keep his father's secrets buried? before his enemies
discover the royal family's greatest weakness. Charlotte D'Amico is a complication he doesn't need. She's a thief. A con woman. An amateur seductress playing a deadly game she's got no
business entering. But the scent of her blood is intoxicating, her heartbeat a siren call he can't resist. As far as he's concerned, there are only two ways this can end: He claims her. Or he
bleeds her dry. Falling for her? Not an option. Love is an indulgence the dark king can no longer afford. Unfortunately, Dorian's heart is as treacherous as his enemies. The question is? which
will destroy him first?
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! Stephanie Garber’s limitless imagination takes flight once more in the colorful, mesmerizing, and immersive sequel to the bestselling breakout
debut Caraval... A heart to protect. A debt to repay. A game to win. After being swept up in the magical world of Caraval, Donatella Dragna has finally escaped her father and saved her sister
Scarlett from a disastrous arranged marriage. The girls should be celebrating, but Tella isn’t yet free. She made a desperate bargain with a mysterious criminal, and what Tella owes him no
one has ever been able to deliver: Caraval Master Legend’s true name. The only chance of uncovering Legend’s identity is to win Caraval, so Tella throws herself into the legendary
competition once more—and into the path of the murderous heir to the throne, a doomed love story, and a web of secrets...including her sister's. Caraval has always demanded bravery,
cunning, and sacrifice. But now the game is asking for more. If Tella can’t fulfill her bargain and deliver Legend’s name, she’ll lose everything she cares about—maybe even her life. But if she
wins, Legend and Caraval will be destroyed forever. Welcome, welcome to Caraval...the games have only just begun.
They told 20-year-old Charlie O’Malley that they had a cure for the rare blood condition that would eventually kill her–an untested, experimental cure. All they wanted in return was for her to join their elite
military team and train to kill the Undead. She took the deal, not because she cared so much about extending her life, but because it would make her strong–stronger than ordinary humans. Strong enough to
kill the vampire who’d pretended to love her, taken her blood, used her body, and murdered her mother. Killion was the last of his kind, or so he thought. When he found Charlie, he felt the pull. She had the
rare Belladonna Antigen all vampires had as humans. Vampires were compelled to protect those rare mortals they called The Chosen. But with Charlie, the bond was different, more powerful than anything
he’s felt before, and impossible to resist, even though surrendering to it will probably get him killed. Ancient vampire elders Rhiannon and Roland come out of exile, risking their lives to help their mortal friend
Roxy reclaim her granddaughter. But before the tale ends, their lives will be forever changed. Join Maggie Shayne as she returns to her most beloved series of all time with this new beginning…. Wings in the
Night: Reborn
Welcome, welcome to Caraval—Stephanie Garber’s sweeping tale of two sisters who escape their ruthless father when they enter the dangerous intrigue of a legendary game. Scarlett has never left the tiny
island where she and her beloved sister, Tella, live with their powerful, and cruel, father. Now Scarlett’s father has arranged a marriage for her, and Scarlett thinks her dreams of seeing Caraval, the far-away,
once-a-year performance where the audience participates in the show, are over. But this year, Scarlett’s long-dreamt of invitation finally arrives. With the help of a mysterious sailor, Tella whisks Scarlett
away to the show. Only, as soon as they arrive, Tella is kidnapped by Caraval’s mastermind organizer, Legend. It turns out that this season’s Caraval revolves around Tella, and whoever finds her first is the
winner. Scarlett has been told that everything that happens during Caraval is only an elaborate performance. But she nevertheless becomes enmeshed in a game of love, heartbreak, and magic with the other
players in the game. And whether Caraval is real or not, she must find Tella before the five nights of the game are over, a dangerous domino effect of consequences is set off, and her sister disappears
forever.
The thrilling conclusion...Jéhenne Corbeaux has faced extraordinary enemies and more dangers than anyone has the right to survive, but now she must confront her past in order to find her son.Corvus,
Master of the vast and powerful Albinus family is back where he belongs with his beloved wife at his side. The shadow of his time in Tartarus still clings to him though, and his control is not what it once
was.Jéhenne, witch, goddess, and Mistress of their great family is not a woman to mess with, but there's one man who she'll obey without question-because she has no choice-and it isn't her husband.Corin
Albrecht, the most powerful Fae their world has ever seen, has a hold on Jéhenne that Corvus knows nothing about. If the truth comes out, the results could be spectacular and deadly.Guided by the half-fae
mercenary, Dragon, on a journey into the war-torn Fae Lands, Jéhenne faces dangers the like of which she has never before seen-and the most dangerous of all, the truth of what passed between her and
Corin, and the lies she told to keep herself safe.On her quest to find her son, hidden from her by the boy's father, Dis Pater, Jéhenne is accompanied by those she trusts and loves most. Corvus, her brother
Cain, best friend Rodney, and also Kai, searching for the family he's never known.There is much to be discovered on this perilous journey, and a great deal to lose.Jéhenne wants to return home with the
family she has always longed for but as always... there is a price to pay.
Life sucks when your friends are pissed at you. Just ask Zoey Redbird – she's become an expert on suckiness. In one week she has gone from having three boyfriends to having none, and from having a
close group of friends who trusted and supported her, to being an outcast. Speaking of friends, the only two Zoey has left are undead and unMarked. And Neferet has declared war on humans, which Zoey
knows in her heart is wrong. But will anyone listen to her? Zoey's adventures at vampyre finishing school take a wild and dangerous turn as loyalties are tested, shocking true intentions come to light, and an
ancient evil is awakened in PC and Kristin Cast's spellbinding fourth House of Night novel. (Recommended for readers age 13 and older)
THE FAE PRINCESS LURES CALLIE TO THE DARK SIDE. EVIL'S DECEPTION MAY BE A TRAP. Callie is trapped in Fae territory, with betrayal on all sides. Vampires surround her, craving her blood. Her
only friend shares more than he should. Her sister Rosamon is lost and helpless. But Callie is determined to rescue her sister. Logan struggles to save his kingdom. His attraction to Callie pulls him away from
his duties. Betrayed by family and targeted by the evil princess, he battles for survival. His kingdom is depending on him. But the darkness threatens to overwhelm his powers. Vampire magic is the only way
to overcome the evil that threatens the empire. Yet enemies of the realm have magical gifts that could wipe out the royal vampires. Will the darkness of the Fae realm swallow any goodness in the world? ARE
YOU A FAN OF TWILIGHT AND SHADE OF VAMPIRE? You won't want to miss this tale of Vampire Magic. You'll be lost in Shadowland and immersed in a story filled with love, betrayal, and secrets. WILL
THE DARKNESS OF THE FAE REALM SWALLOW ANY GOODNESS IN THE WORLD?
An eternity bound to the man you love may seem like a dream come true unless you were forced to do something he could never forgive you for.That man is Corvus, ancient vampire and Master of the
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Albinus family and his patience is wearing thin. He has waited for Jéhenne Corbeaux's return for many centuries and now, her time is up.Still in possession of the key to the underworld, in debt to an angel,
pursued by both the Prince of Alfheim and a man so terrifying she cannot imagine what he is, Jéhenne is up to her neck...as usual.As she finally comes to terms with her own incredible powers, a vision
begins to haunt the young witch that threatens to destroy everything she loves.Sacrifices will have to be made but just who is going to pay the price?
A tough, snarky heroine and an aloof dragon shifter must work together to save Seattle in this new urban fantasy series.
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